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- CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The field of fracture mechanics has been of great 
interest. to scientists for many years. In 1776, Coloumb [9], 
a French scientist, proposed a certain criterion - for yielding. 
This idea was later developed by an Italian rese_arch_er Tresca • 
. More recen.tly, Weibull [9], a German· scientist, studied the 
statistical aspect of fracture;·1 
In 1913, Inglis [s] derived the mathematical formulae 
-- for the stress distribution around an elliptical void, and 
has demonstrated that for a very narrow ellipse (say crack) 
the stress concentration factor becomes very large ,,,, In 1921, 
A.-· A. Griffith [4] and [5], a British scientist, was led by 
this idea to propose his theory of rupture and flow in solids. . -t .. :;:. \ ... _,4 '5" • 
It was Griffith who opened the field of fracture mechanics 
for the contemporary scientists. 
Griffith has used the equations describing the stress 
distribution around a crack·, as derived earlier by Inglis, 
to derive a theoretical formula for the critical stress. 
Although this equation was not scientifically recognized at 
that time, it 1s of a great practical importance today. The 
first American sci�ntist who contributed to fracture mechanics 
1s Westergaard [18] • He derived the equations for stress 
distribution around a two dimensional crack by means of a 
stress function of complex variable. 
Two of the more recent researchers who contributed 
substantially to the field of fracture mechanics are I. N. 
Sneddon (16] and R. Sack (1 � who are both British. These 
sci.entists have both derived expressions for the critical 
stress around a three dimensional penny-shaped cr�ck. In 
addition, Sneddon found the �quations for stress distribu-
tion around a penny-shaped crack [16] , -and succeeded in 
2 
expressing them in an asymptotic form, i. e. when the distance 
from the crack tip is small. Like all the scientists mentioned 
here, Sneddon and Sack also treat the crack problems assuming 
that the material surrounding the crack i.s an ideally elastic 
solid. 
In the recent years a considerable attention has been 
given to certain non-elastic problems of fracture mechanics 
involving plastic and visco-ela.stic solids. Let us mention 
here the monographs by A. s. Tetelman and A. J. McE'vily (17] • 
These authors have discussed the macroscopic and microscopic 
aspects of fracture, and they have also discussed. a formi­
dable amount of experimental data obtained for non-elastic 
solids, but they have never attempted to analyze the problem 
mathematically. 
A. Mendelson (11] has discussed the various plasticity 
theorems as applied to fracture problems in his book pub­
lished recently; but he has not introduced new ideas except 
for a carefUl report on the works of the other scientists. 
G-�� R. Irwin (10] and E.� Orowan [13] have modified the 
Gr1ff1th•s theory basing it on the energy considerations; 
they have independently sho.wed that the critical stress is 
not entirely dependent on the specific surface energy as it­
was _assumed by Griffith, but rather it is controlled by the 
plastic dissipation energy of the crack tip. For example,·the 
critical stress for ductile steel differs from what could be 
obtained from Griffith's equation because, the plastic dissi-. · · . 6 / 2 ·pat1on energy for ductile steel is about 2 X 10 erg c� 
3 2 while the specific surface energy is only about 10 erg/cm. 
Up to now no one has obtained the exact solution for a 
- ·crack in an elastic-plastic solid except for J. Hult and 
F."i c. McClintock [ 6] who have solved exactly the problem of 
propagating crack in an ideally elastic-plastic solid for 
anti-.plane shear. Two of the recent works have been <;lone by 
J·.• R. Rice and G.· F.� Rosengren [1� , and J. W. Hutchinson 
[?] who have obtained a •�near field" solution ( 1. e. true in 
an asymptotic case) to the stress and strain distribution 
around the crack tip. 
Growth of plastic zone from the tips of cracks or notches 
has been a subject of investigation for years. Some tried to 
analyze this problem by introducing certain models such as, 
those of Dugdale [2]. Barenblatt [1], and Wnuk [2�. Dugdale 
led by an ingenious intuition, proposed that (at least for 
Plane-stress condition) the plastic deformation at the crack 
4 
tip is entirely confined to a narrow tapered zone�. G.: I. 
Barenblatt [1] has introduced a modulus called "cohesive 
modulus" in order to explain the quasi-ductile fracture (in 
fact he meant brittle solids, but it has been established 
that his model is also very useful for ductile fracture if 
only the plastic zone is localized). 
Dugdale's idea has been_used by J. N. Goodier and F. A. 
Field [J] to explain the shape of the plastic zone in two 
dimensional case (plane stress and plane strain) . oiesiak and 
Wnuk �� have obtained a three dimensional solution for the. 
shape o� the plastic zone by the use of Dugdale's concept. 
Also Wnuk [19] and [2� has worked on a problem which c_oncerns 
the nature of the fracture in plastic and Visco-elastic solids 
extending the energy criterion to non-elastic cases and 
employing the Dugdale model. 
In chapter two of this thesis we determine the approxi­
mate stress and strain.distribution in an ideally elastic­
pla�tic solid containing a pressurized circular hole by the 
use of variational principle. We also calculate the critical 
stress at which .the plastic zone will start to appear� 
Chapter three of this thesis deals with the distribution 
of stress and strain around a pressurized penny-shaped crack 
by the use of variational principle and . Sneddon I s · [16] asymp-, 
totic equations. Elastic strains are evaluated from elastic 
stresses by means of the Hooke's law and certain basic as­
sumptions.·· The plastic strains are assumed to be equal to the 
5 
elastic strains which are scaled.by a certain priori unknown 
parameter. Employing the Hencky-Ilyushin constitutive rela­
tions for the plastic zone, we obtain the stresses within 
the plastic zone surrounding the penny-shaped crack. Next 
applying the Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity condition (iaj, 
we predi�t the elastic-plastic boundary. 
The distribution of normal stresses in elastic and 
plastic regions are compared-with Sneddon's solution which 
has been obtained for a purely elastic solid. Stress inten­
sity di= JJ/2 Js1j sij in elastic region is larger than 
purely elastic stress intensity, but within the plastic zone 
the plastic stress intensity is finite while the elastic 
counterpart tends toward infinity as�_,.. O, where� denotes 
the distance measured from the crack tip. 
The remainder of chapter three is devoted to investi-
-�ation of different forms of elastic-plastic boundary by 
postulating a more general form of the plasticity condition. 
The effect of distortion and volume energies on the shape of 
elastic-plastic boundary has been studied, and the conclusion 
shows that the distortion energy has more influence on the 
shape ·of the elastic-plastic boundary than the volume energy. 
Also, we have established that the yoiume and distortional 
energies entering a generalized plasticity condition cannot 
Possess any arbitrary'cofactors, but the cofactors must sat-
isfy a certain inequality which is dependent on the Poisson's 
ratio of the solid •. 
6 
The contours of equal reduced strain are graphed, and 
it is found that the shape of the elastic-plastic boundary 
changes considerably upon assuming different shares of shear 
intensity and dilatational strain. At the end of chapter 
three, we investigate the shape of the plastic zone based on 
the maximum principal stress criterion for yielding which 
may be justified better than the Huber-Mises-Hencky crite­
rion f9r solids exhibiting a-fiber-like structure {e.g. 
· polymers).  The pattern of plastic zone obtained seems to 
approach the shape of the plastic zone assumed in the 
Barenblatt-Dugdale model of the crack. 
' 
< 
In chapter four part A, we hav� evaluated the strain 
energies in the elastic and plastic regions and the total 
strain energy of the solid. The ratio of the plastic strain 
energy to the total strain energy is found to be small as 
long as the ratio of the applied load to the yield stress is 
small {our theory does not permit to evaluate these quanti­
ties for larger values of the applied··load). Finally, since 
only distortional energy can be dissipated, it is shown that 
dissipation energy released during the yielding process is 
slightly less than the strain energy -contained within the 
plastic zone. 
In part B of chapter four, the principle of minimum po­
tential energy is applied to evaluate the unknown parameter 
o<. The cubic equation conta�ning the parameter ex is solved 
by approximation method. It is found that ex is slightly 
larger than unity and its value depends on the Poisson's 
ratio as well as the dimensionless load/\. 
7 
The part C of chapter four contains the relation between 
the applied stress and the displacement at the center of the 
crack. The displacements on the surface of the crack and at 
the center of the crack for purely elastic solid and for an 
elastic-plastic solid are discussed. Equations and graphs 
show that the purely elasti� displacement is a linear func­
tion of the applied stress, but the elastic-plastic dis­
placement is a polynomial and thus a non-linear function of 
the applied stress and it is slightly larger than the purely 
elastic displacement. 
The critical stress is evaluated in chapter five by 
means of the minimum energy theorem. The critical stress is 
found to be smaller than the one obtained by Sack and Sneddon 
[1� for a purely elastic solid and modified according to 
Irwin-Orowan modification. Our solution for the critical 
stress is only approximate and when the characteristic 
length of crack reaches a certain value J =O. 039, the cri t­
ical stress for ·the elastic-plastic solid becomes a con� 
stant; while for a purely elastic-solid the critical stress 
approaches infinity. 
In the final chapter, we have attempted to solve the 
case where load is applied remotely from the crack. Figure 
13 shows the difference between the size of the plastic 
zone for this case and the one obtained in chapter three. 
CHAPTER II 
EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
TO AN ELASTIC-PLASTIC PROBLEM 
To illustrate the application of the variational prin­
ciple for solving an elastic-plastic problem, we will con­
sider the stress and strain distributions around a circular 
hole which is subjected to constant internal pressure p0 � 
We assume an ideally homogeneous, incompressible, isotropic, 
e�astic-plastic solid and the state of plane strain ( E. z= 
- ·  Yze= Yrz= 0).- The plane (r,e) is divided. :into two sub­
regions 
(1) Plastic region. 
(2) Elastic region •. 
r 
Figure 2.·1 
,9 
* 
where a is the radius of the hoie, r denotes the radius of L 
the primarily unknown plastic region. 
The problem is first solved for the purely elastic 
state by the use of the polar coordinate system. The elastic­
plastic case is then solved by the use of certain assumptions· 
and by applying the variational approach. 
Due to axial symmetry and absence of body force, the 
general equations of equilibrium reduce to 
(2.1) dO'r + 0-r -de = 
dr 
0 • 
Fr.om Hooke's law it can be shown that 
(2.2a) 
or that 
· ( 2. 2b) e = 
1-2.V 
E e 
1-2V 
E 
where e is volume expansion and e is sum of the normal 
stresses. In this problem e = 0 and consequently e = O; 
hence :from equation (2. 2a) we get: 
and therefore 
Also 
oc- = _
oc-
c..r �e • 
which reduces to 
0 
O'z 
• 
Now from equation (2.2b) we have 
0 0 0 0 o = e = c7' +er"+ 'J)< C7' +CT)= · .r e r e 
Since in our case 11 = 1/2, we must have 
or 
(2.J) 
O
rv/ 
0 
V + � = 0 r e 
10 
0 0 
(1+ 2/-)( d + O" ) .  r e 
0 0 
Substituting -a;. for � from (2.J) into equation 
(2.1) we get: 
d0ifr 2°crr +---= O 
dr r 
Solving this ordinary differential equation for 0o: we 
r 
obtain 
o 1 
err = 2 r C 
11 
where C is an arbitrary constant. At the boundary where r = a 
c, 
0 
and Cf r= -p0 ; C is determined by a boundary cond1 t1on for 
0 
CTr . Hence 
and therefore 
= -P 0 
C = -1 /a2p0 ·; 
the stresses then become 
(2. 4) 
0 ,-.,./ 
V 8 = 
The elastic stress distribution is illustrated. in figure 2.2. 
-P 0 
0 
ere 
Figure 2. 2 
We use Hooke's law to find the strains 
o E = _ 1+v P 
[ a J 2 
r E o[r] 
o c = 1+v P 
[a] 2 
e E o[r] 
0 � = 0 z 
12 
r 
and we use the strain-displacement relations in the cylin­
drical coordinate system 
OE . ·r 
�Ur =--
ar 
• 
. · (2.6) 
to find the displacements 
o l+V 
u_ = - Po -r . E 
0u = 0u = O . e z 
In order to solve for elastic-plastic stresses, we 
assume that the elastic-plastic strains are obtained rrom 
-·the purely elastic strains by multiplying. the latter by a 
certain unknown coefricient o< • The unknown parameter o< 
will be determined by the variational principle. 
We assume 
{2 _.8) 
and 
eE = P E =o< o E r r r 
eE =cx0 E,. = O z z 
2 3 3 O 6 6 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE U IVERSITY LIBRA Y 
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err = 0 Vz • 
-o<P . 0 
Due to axial symmetry about an axis passing through 
the point O and perpendicular to the plane (r.e) . we have 
o'Z;e=O. 
Now we apply the Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity con­
dition to the boundary between the elastic �d pl��tic 
regions. We first evaluate the stress intensity eo' i which 
- ·1s given by the following relationship 
14 
Substituting the proper values from equations (2.9) 
into equation (2.·10) and equating eD"'i to the yield stress y 
as required by the Huber-Mises-Hencky theory gives 
(2.·lla) 
which results in 
.(2.11b) {3 
Pao( 2 
Y 
a 
15 
• 
This indicates that the elastic-plastic boundary is a circle 
as indicated in figure 2.1 . For simplicity we denote the 
term A= ff Po; thus the equation (2. 11b) becomes: y 
(2.12) r* =· FA a • 
In solving for ex the principle of minimum potential 
energy is used. This principle states that the system is 
in equilibrium when the potential energy of the system is 
minimum. The potential energy of the system is given by the 
difference of the elastic strain energy and the change in 
the potential energy of the external forces. For linear 
elastic solids the latter equals twice the work done by the 
external forces acting on the system. Let us denote the 
* 
potential energy by I ,  then: 
(2.13) 
where 
r* = u - w 
U = .,(/udv +/,/udv ; W =/4 T1 u 1 ds • . e P 
16 
Figure 2.3 
The term eu denotes the density of energy in elastic region 
and for an. incompressible body ( '}) = 1/2) it simply equals 
e,..,..,. 2/ 2 E which is th d th h i fi v1 e area un er e curve s own n gure 
2.J in the elastic range. Similarly Pu denotes the density of 
energy in plastic region and it equals Y PE 1 - Y
2/ 2E. This 
1s the area under the curve shown in figure 2.3 in its plas-
e tic range. Other notations are CT1 which is the stress 
intensity in elastic region and is given by equation (2.11a). 
Also• .PE. 1 is the strain intensity in plastic region and is 
given as follows: 
(2.14) 
- 17 
p E 1= 
1 [cP e: _PE )2+(P C. ... PE )2+(P E _P e )2 {2( 1 + ')) ) r z z e e r 
+ .i_ < p Y 2 +p y
2 
+p y
2 >] ½_ 
2 re rz ze 
Substituting proper. values in equation (2. 14) yields a 
simple expression for PE. i 
(2.15) 
The density of energy in the plastic region is 
while for the elastic region, the total strain energy is 
obtained by integration as 
o0 21T T 
ue =1 
eudv =1 I 
J(P��q 2 
v8 r O 
ue = �;:- (poo()
2 
a:2 • 
r 
(-1!...)4 d8rdr r 
2 *2 Substitut1ngo<.Aa for r 1n the above equation gives 
(2.16) 
18 
Similarly, the energy contained in the plastic region (part 
of which 1s stored and part is dissipated) is: 
(2.17) = 
2
:
2 
J.
r
1T2o().. ( : ) 2- 1] d8rdr = 
TTY2 2 [ 
__ 
a
_ 4o(A ln� - o<A + 
2E 
To fi�d the work done by the pressure p0 on the dis­
placement ur(a) we first assign (see figure 2.4) 
and obtain 
ds = ade 
r = a 
')J = 1/2 
= 3 
2E 
Figure 2.4 
r 
= ad8 
Thus 
(2.18) 
Now from equations (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18) the 
* 
expression for potential energy of the system I can be 
found. Next, we require that I is minimum. This 1s done 
by differentiating the potential energy I with respect to 
o(and equating the result to zero. 
= TT y2 a2 
2 E 
[_2Ac2 1� <�> - A+ 1>] = o 
This expression solved foro< gives: 
(2.19) 1 (A- 1
) 
o<=T
e • 
From equation (2.12) the exact expression for the elastic­
Plastic boundary can be obtained by substituting equation 
(2. 19) for o< • Thus 
(2.20) r* = a e<A- 1)/2 • 
19 
Similarly, the stresses in the elastic region are obtained 
by combining equations (2.9) with (2.19). -The result 1s 
e
c7.
-
r 
( 2 �·21) eif e 
e(T. z 
= -
y 
{3 
y = 73 e 
- 0 
A- 1 {�) 2 e r 
A- 1 (�)
2 
r 
20 
It is interesting to note that when/\�} or p0 (?/fJ; * r = a or, in other words, there is no plastic regio.n. There-
* 
:fore, the lower critical stress p
0 
= Y/ \/3 defines the value 
of applied load at which the plastic region begins to appear. 
The equilibrium equation and the Huber-Mises-Hencky 
plasticity condition are used to derive the expressions for 
stresses in plastic region. Recalling that 
p
er -Z 
we have the stress intensity in the plastic region given as 
The governing equations for stress distribution inside the 
plastic region are: 
(2.22a) 
d PO'r + 
dr 
(2.22b) p�1
= y = 
p p 
0-'r- CTe 
r 
= 
v 3 c P if _ P cr. > 2 e . r 
with the following boundary conditions: 
1. at r = a. 
(2.23) 
* 2. at r = r 
p
� 
e 
d = r 
From equation (2. 22b) we 
p 2Y (2.24) ere= IT 
Pe7 = 
r 
where 
y 
vJ 
have: 
p 
+ Ur 
- p 
* r = 
0 
a e ( A - 1 ) /2 t 
21 
Integrating the equation of equilibrium (2. 22a) one gets 
an arbitrary constant. This constant is determined from the 
equation (2. 23) and the expression for Po-r which follows is 
an exact solution which is valid inside the plastic region: 
(2.25) PCf= · 2Y l ( r ) r {3 n 71 -. Po 
s1m1larly, 
(2.26) 
* 
and as expected, at r = r ; 
P , Y e 
o'e= rr = ife 
22 
Now we will show that the same results can be obtained 
for this case by the use of the variational principle (which 
usually gives approximate results). 
To derive the equations (2. 25) and (2.26), we will use 
the static equilibrium condition along with the Huber-Mises­
•Hencky plasticity condition (2. 22b) and the result for o< • 
The static condition will be satisfied if the sum of the 
internal forces in· both elastic and plastic regions are equal 
to the resultant . of the external forces applied to the body. 
Assuming unit thickness in Z direction, the static condition 
1s: 
.. ( 2.27) 
. 
l
r
PUe dr +Jf:,-e d:i:- = 
(see figure 2.5). 
23 
Figure 2.5 
Now since ea-
0 
is known, the task will be to find Pde 
by resolving the integral equation (2.27) .· First we ass�e 
that the distribution of Pa
0 
has the form c
1 
ln (:) + c2; 
where c
1 
and c
2 
are arbitrary constants. With the aid of the 
boundary condition at r = r* and equation. (2.27), the final 
form for Pif e can be evaluated. Recalling thato<./\ = e A- 1 
and vJ p0 = YA , the expression for e(f e becomes 
( 2 . 28 )  ecr . e ( 
a ) 2 oiY A  (� ) 2 = Po o< 7 . = ,r;;- ' · V 3 r 
r * = a · exp. ( A -l ) • 2 
By requiring that the stress 
(2.29) 
r
* = c1 ln ( : ) + c2 
* 
equals its elastic counterpart at the boundary r = r ,  we 
obtain 
- (2 .-29a ) 
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r 
Inserting equation (2.28) and expression c1ln (El ) +  c2 
for Po---0 in the integral equation
 (2. 27) enables us to 1nte-
grate it.·· After some simplifications we have 
c [ A - 1 
. A - 1 ,\ - 1  
1] ( 2  .�30 )  e 2 - e -r + 1 · 2 
[e 
,\ - 1  
1] + v\ e 
A - 1 
+ C2 2 
2 = Po • 
The system of equations (2.29a) and (2.JO) can be solved 
simultaneously for constants c1 and c2 • The results are 
( 2. 31 )  
2Y - Po • 
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Putting values of c1 and c2 in expression Pa'0 the best 
approximation solution for PO' e is obtained. Then � Pd r 
can be found easily , from the equation (2.22b). It is note­
worthy to observe that the solutions obtained for Pc:1 8 and 
Pu-r by the approximation method are identical to the exact 
solutions given by the equations (2. 25) and ( 2.26). The 
final results, 
(2.32) ife= 
. (2 . 33) er. = r 
2Y 
ff 
y 
ln ( __!'_ )  - p 0 
(� )
2 
ff r 
exp .  [ '[ Po 
* 
r = a exp. [VJ Po _ _!_] 2Y 2 
are illustrated in figure 2.6. 
-
� 
r:> r * 
-P 0 
PCf' r -Y/{3 
e
a' r 
a 
2Y/ {J- p0 
* r - -
COMPRESSIVE STRESS 
TENSILE STRESS 
Figure 2. 6 
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CHAPI'EB. III 
DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS AND STRAIN 
AROUND A PENNY-SHAPED CRACK 
I �· · N�  · Sneddon derived equations describing stress dis­
tribution around a penny-shaped crack. Sneddon's equations 
are accurate if one assumes that the region surrounding the 
crack tip is purely elastic or in other words if one neglects 
the _presence of the plastic region at the crack tip. 
In this thesis,we have taken into account the presence 
_ .of the plastic region. We have divided the region at the 
crack tip into two subregions. The region closest to the 
crack tip is plastic and the region remote from the crack 
tip is elastic {see figure 3.1) . Consequently our analysis 
gives two separate stress and strain distributions around a 
penny-shaped crack namely, one for the plastic region and 
the other for the elastic region. 
CRACK 
Elastic region 
---- 1 1 Plastic region 
· Figure 3 . 1  - Penny-shaped crack with elastic-plastic regions. 
If p denotes the stress applied perpendicular to the 
0 
crack surface, � is  the ratio of the - coordinate � 1 
to 
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half of the major axis_ 1, then according to Sneddon �� the 
stres·s distribution around the crack tip in an elastic solid 
1s as follows :  
1 + - cos 4 
o CT =  2 Po (2 c::::. )-½[ 5 cos _:t:_ - 1 52'+'] + O( "' ) z Tr d T 2 T cos J d 
Po J.. J 't' 0--r = - (2 � )- 2 sin 3/ cos - ·+ O ( �) rz TT 2 
0 ...-r- - 0 -r-
L l- = 0 • re ze 
Hooke's law applied in cylindrical coordinate system, 
( J.2) 
o
E 
. 1 [ o - 1.} (
o r-r + o
<f. )
7 
z = E o'z v r  e 'J 
o 'I_ = 2 ( 1  + 1' )  o rz E -Crz ;  
·29 
and equations ( J.1) allow us to derive equations for purely 
elastic strains. The purely elastic strains are: 
+ O ( � ) 
0 E = Po _l_
+_v_ ( 2 � )-½ [ 2s1n 4' sin 
3 't' + 4 (  1-2 V )  cos �] z 2Tr E 2 2 
.(3.3 ) 
o y  2P0 = -
rz 
0 £ = 0 e 
o )( = o 't = O  re ze 
sin 'f cos -1.Y._ + 0 ( � ) 
2 
In order to ·obtain elastic and plastic strains, we make 
the same assumption as we made in chapter two ; namely, we 
assume that the elastic and plastic strains are obtained 
from the purely elastic strains through multiplication of the 
purely elastic strains by an unknown parameter o( which is to 
be found by the variational principle. We assume that, 
(3.4) 
,_,, 
JO 
Let us define � = p0/ Y ,  where Y is• the yield stress of the 
material at uniaxial tension and thus )\ denotes a dim�nsion­
less load. With this notation the elastic and plastic strains 
become: 
e f_ = P g Y (oe). ) 1+ 1' 
_1. [ 3 ·lt' 
E
. ( 2 � ) 2 -2 sin 't' sin r r 2 TT 2 
+ 4 (  1-2 V } c o s  � ] + O ( � )  
e
E P E = y (o<),.) 1+ 1'  -½ [ 'i' 3 't' = 
E 
(2 �) +2 sin sin z z 2 Tr  2 
+ 4 ( 1-2 V ) c os � J + o ( � )  
e y = p '( y 
(«� ) l+V (2 �) -i· [ 2 s in 't> c o s  32'1' ] rz rz 2 TT  E 
+ O( <a, ) 
• 
Knowing the elastic strains, the elastic stresses can 
be found by Hooke ' s  law namely; 
eO'. = o< o cY'. r . r 
2Y ( o< A ) A [ J 't' = 
TT 
(2  �)� 2 T cos· 2 
. . 1 
52lf-'l + T cos "J + O(  �) 
- ! cos { 'I'] + 0 ( � )  
e T = e ,.,- = O re <-ze • 
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The plastic stresses cannot be found by Hooke ' s  law 
since, Hooke 's  law does not apply in the plastic region. In 
order to get plastic st�esses, we have made use of the Huber­
M1ses-Hencky plasticity condition and the Hencky-Ilyushin 
stress-strain law. In other words, we have applied the Huber­
Mises-Hencky plasticity condition and the Hencky-Ilyushin law 
as constitutive equations in order to determine the stress 
distribution within the plastic region. 
Now it ls appropriate to restate the Huber-Mises-Hencky 
Plasticity condition briefly: " Yielding takes place whenever 
the stress intensity (which is an invariant of the stress 
J2 
tensor) reaches the yield stress of the material at simple 
tension " •  Thi s  i s  a local criterion and it applies to each 
point of the body. The appropriate formula is  given in ex­
tended form as follows : 
P0-1= ;
2 
[< po'r- pife ) 2 + ( Po'e- P O'z ) 2 + ( P o'z-P O'r ) 2 
6 < P 2 + Pl 2 ... -- pT2 ) ] ½ = Y • T re rz ze 
The Hencky-Ilyushin law supplies a relationship between 
the increments of the plastic stresses and those of the 
plastic strains. The generalized modulus 'f , which enters 
· the Hencky- Ilyushln equations can be found from the Huber­
Mises-Hencky plasticity condition. First let us apply _ the 
constitutive equations 
(J . 8a ) 
o<: 1 E = P E r 
(J. 8b) o( 2 f: = P E e 
( J_. 8c) cx 3 E p = E z 
(J. 8d ) 
o< '{ = P Y rz = 
P E e = 
P E = z 
P E = 
� ( Pd _ Pd ) r e 
f (
Pif _ P
ef:
) 
8 z 
Y, ( po-' _P CT. ) ·  z r 
2 f PLrz • 
As only three equations in (j. 8) are independent , we need two 
�ore relationships in order to be able to solve for our five 
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unknowns, namely Pc, P,...,.,, P rr- p ,,..,- and 'f • The fourth r ' V 8 '  U z ' �rz ' 
equation is the plasticity condition ( 3 . 7 ) and the last equa-
tion i. e. the d1latational strain is supplied by the theory 
* · of elasticity ; 
Per + Po-- + PO" r e z 
o< E (o c o c +o c: ) = 1-2 11 � r+ t;.. e c-z = F • 
Rewriting the equation (J. 8) in the form 
{ J.1 0a) 
{ J.1 0b) 
( J. 1 0c) 
( J . l Od ) 
P
CT r 
p
� = � �  '-rz 2 Y, 
where 1 E fj 2 E � and J E are known functions I defined by the 
equations (J e 8) and (3 .5 ) ; and substituting proper values 
from equations (3·. 1 0) in equation ( 3 . 7 ) we obtain an ex­
pression for the stress intensity in terms of the strain 
differences. Thus equation ( 3 . 7 ) becomes 
* The experiments of Bridgeman [uJ have demonstrated that 
even very high hydrostatic pressures did not affect the plas­
tic yield. Therefore, the latter is assigned only to the de­
viatoric (shear) part of the stress tensor, while the normal 
stresses are assumed to produce only elastic type of defor­
mation. 
- ]._ 
+ 6 ·( o< "  >2] 2 " , 
2 Y,  • 
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According to Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity condition 
which · must be satisfied within the plastic region, we equate 
the stress intensity Pa" i to �ield stress Y and solve for 
the plastic modulus Y' :  
hence 
( 3 . 11) 
y = � [ 1 E. 2+2 E 2+3 E 2+ 3
2 
'g' 2] ½ 
ff f 
· After substitution of 
2 E: = {p f: _P E. ) I o<.  e z 
'( = P '( / o< . • rz 
• 
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in the expression for f' a.nd some rearrangements, the equation 
( J. '11 ) can be written in the following form 
( 3. 12 ) 
where 
[ 2 2 2 � l  ½ A {  't' )  = ;sin lt-'- + 4 (1-2 V )  cos TJ . 
On the other hand, the generalized modulus Y' is related 
.to the plastic strain intensity by the relationship 
Y' = 1+ 1J P c 
y i 
where P E. 1 is defined as follows 
( 3 � ·14a) p E-1= 
1 
[ c P E _P E )
2+ c P E _P E. )2 f2C i+ v ) r e e z 
+ ( P E z-
P £ r )
2
+ � (
P
Y !e+
P
y !z+
P
't !e > ] ½ .  
Thus both <() and P E. 1 are now determined through equations 
{ 3 � 12) and ( J. 14a ) .  The remaining unknown functions Pu , r 
Po-8 , and 
Pa--z can be determined from equations { J.10) and 
(3. 9) which can be r e·written 
where 
( J . 16a) 
1 0' = 
Y [- 2 sin o/ s in 3/ + 4 ( 1-2 .v ) c os +J 
J.. 
[ -w2 ] 
2 
2
cr = 
2 3sin2 't' + 4 ( 1-2 1/ ) 2 cos 2 T 
Y [-2 s in 'r s in �'I' - 4 ( 1-2 1' )  c os �] 
2 [ 3sin2 't' + 4 ( 1-2 11 ) 2 co s2 � j ½ 
Y [ 4 s in If s in 3
2
'\'J 
J a= -_ ---------------=-------
2 [ 3sin2 y + 4 ( 1-2 11 ) 2 c o s2 · t ] ½  
F :: 4 Y (cx �
) (l+ V ) (2 � )-½ cos � • 
TT 2 
The expression for F has been obtained by inserting 
expressions ( 3.3 ) for the strains in equation (J.9). 
J6 
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The system of equations (3.·16 ) · can be easily solved for 
PU.r • Pa'e , and Pc, in terms of 
1if, . 2 a', <f ,  and F which z 
are all known quantiti_es. The results are : 
(3.17) p� = _!_ ( F - lcr + 2 (7' ) e 3 
Pu = _!_ ( F - 1u - 2 �r-r' ) ; z 3 u 
where 1u and 2(J' are given by the equations (3.16) . 
The final expressions for stresses within the plastic 
region are obtained by inserting equations (3.16 ) and (3.16a) 
in equations (3.17 } .· _After some s1mplif1cat_ions the results 
become 
(3."18) 
(3.' 19) 
( J .; 2 0 ) 
where 
Perr = ; [M 
Pu = ....!._ [ M e 3 . 
P a- = ....!... [M . z 3 
+ 
+ 
y ( N- 0  >] 
A ( 'f ) 
2 Y  NJ 
A ( 't' ) 
y ( N+O >] 
A ( � )  
4Y (« A\ 1 + V ) 
1 
M = ( 2  � )-2 cos 
"TT 
L 
2 
N = 2 ( 1 - 2 11) cos � 2 
O = 3 sin f sin �� · • 
· From equations ( 3 .-5 ) , ( J . 8d ) , and ( 3 . 12 ) P-Crz becomes 
• 
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Recalling that A = p0 / Y and A (  't' ) is given by the 
equation ( 3. ·13), the equations (3� 18) • (3.19), ( 3 .  20) ,  and 
( 3.·�2 1) describe the distribution of stresses in the plastic 
- ·reglon � Strains in the plastic region are the same as strains 
1n the elastic region and they are given by equations ( 3 . 5 ) .  
Stresses in the elastic region are given by equations ( 3 . 6 ) .  
For convenience, the final equations for the stress and 
$train distribution in the elastic and plastic regions are 
given below 
e E =P e. = °' Po 1 + 1' ( 2 <a)-½ [ -2sin o/ sin r . r 2TT E 
+ 4 ( 1-2 V )  cos � ] + o (  � )  
3 't'  
2 
(J .22) 
( J.23 )  
+ 4 (1-2V ) c o s  .:f-] + O (  � )  .2 
e y _p v _ o< Po 1 + V <. -½ [ 
. rz- 6 rz- 7T E (2 c, ) 2
s in 't' c os 
+ o c d ➔ 
~ e y  - P v  - e y = P v  = 0  re - ' re - ze 0 ze 
+ 0 ( � ) 
ecr = 4 VPo o<. (2 � ) -½ cos  ..!_ + 0 ( � ) e TT 2 
+ 0 ( � )  
e �  _ e ,.,- - o '-re- · '- ze -
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P if 
r 
= · +t;;.
°' ( 1 + ?I ) ( 2 � ) -½ [ 4cos � J + y A ( 'f ) 
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t 3s in � s in 3t + 2 ( 1� 2 11 )  cos  1 ] }  + 0 (  a )  
( J . 24) 
where 
Po---
e 
= -2:_f Po<X { 1 + v' )  ( 2  a ) -½ [4co s  i 7 y 
3 L TT 2 j · A ( � ) 
[4 < 1-2 v )  cos_ � J } +  0 ( � )  
.Pr-r' = _j_{Poo<: ( 1+ JI ) ( 2  < ) -½ [4co s  L l y u Z J TT d · 2 j + A (  � ) 
(Js in 't' s in 3J + 2( 1-2 V )  cos  � ] }+  0 (  d )  
p - y J �  ""-rr-rz A ( � ) sin 4' c os T + O (  c:, )  
r J ½ A (  't' ) = t:3sin2 't' + 4 (  1-2 V ) 2 cos2 � 
and the unknown c oefficient o< is to be determined in the 
next chapter. 
It should be noted that while the e�u.ations ( J .24) 
hold inside the plastic region and the equations ( J.23 ) are 
valid outside this region ,  the boundary between the two 
· regions has not yet been determined . However , this can be 
done  if we recall that the elastic sttess intensity 
( J . 25 ) 
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must satisfy the Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity c ondition 
along · the elastic-plastic boundary d* = � *  ( 'f ) • F.quating 
( J . 25 )  to  Y and solving for � * we obtain 
{ J . 26) • 
Figure 1 illustrat es the elastic-plastic boundary for 
values of the Poisson 's  ratio V equal to 0. 3 and o . o . The 
angle 'f max indicat es the angle at which t e radius � * is 
maximum. 
It can be v erified that along the boundary d* = �* ( Y ) 
· ·the stresses in elastic region are identic 1 to  the stresses 
in the plastic region and they are 
( 3 . 27) 
(3.28 ) 
re J [p l 2 Y  [ 3  lf 
L cfr �= i*= O'rj �= � /  A ( 't' )  4 
co
s 2 
+ T cos 
c os � 
2 
( J . 29) 
[
e
az ] �= d *
= �ifz] �= � *= 
2 Y  [ i cos  4' 
A (  f ) 2 
1 . . .5 4'] - 4  cos � 
C J . JO } 
fTrz] r'Lrz] d= d *= 
y sin � = cos 
'a= � *  A (  ty ) 
where the expression for A ( � )  is given by the equation 
( 3 .- 13).  
3o/ 
2 
Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of the normal 
-- . stress CJ z and the stress intensity C1' 1 in the elastic and 
plastic regions. For comparison the Sneddon • s  solution has 
been used to plot the distribution of the stresses in an 
elastic region. 
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F I G . I 
PLASTI C Z ON E  
ELAST I C  - PL ASTIC  BOUN DA RY DE R I V E D  FRO M H UB E R ­
M I S E S - H E N C KY P L A ST I C I TY CO N D I T I O N .  
I • 
2. 
( V = o . o 
( ']) = 0. 3 
lf' max. = 70 o ) 
't' max. = 87 o ) 
4 3  
2 
- ·  
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The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to the 
investigation of di.ff erent forms of elastic-_plastic boundary 
by postulating a more general form of plasticity condition. 
Some characteristic invariants and their possible role in 
fractures will also be discussed. 
The general form of the strain energy per unit volume 
of material in the theory of elasticity is 
u = 1 c cr2+ 0'2+ 0"2) - �( cr x cry+ o'Y cf 2E x Y z E Z 
which relates the density of the elastic strain energy to 
the stresses. -In equation (3. 31) G is the modulus of rigidity 
1n shear which is equal to 
E G = ----2 (1+V )  
where E denotes Young's modulus. The above equation in the 
cylindrical coordinate system reads 
{ J ;J2 )  u = 
After some mathematical manipulations . the density of 
the strain energy can be written as the sum of the volume 
energy and the distortion energy. The result is 
( 3. 33 ) 
where the first term represents the density of the volume 
energy 
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and the second term describes the density of the distortional 
energy 
• 
Now, a general form of plasticity condition is postu­
lated by assigning certain coefficients /3 and 'i to the 
volume and distortion energies respectively, and equating 
the sum of these two terms to the critical density of the 
strain energy. Thus a more general equation for the plastic­
ity condition is obtained 
( J . J4 )  
* = u 
where the critical strain energy 
(3 � 35) 
* 2 y2 u = - ( 1+ V )  
J 2E 
1s chosen in a similar way as it was done by Huber • 
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. Now let us put the proper values of · elastic stresses in 
the equation ( 3 .J4) and solve 1 t for � * in terms of the · co� 
factors B and 't and the angle o/ • The elastic-plastic bound­
ary becomes 
(3 .·36) 
�* = 2-( if A )2 S .8 f 8 ( 1 + V l ( 1-2 1' ) cos2 ..f_l 2 l [ 2J 
+Y [4 ( 1-2 Jl )
2 cos2 � + Jsin
2't'] } . 
In figures Ja, b, c, and d the elastic.-plastic boundary 
for .V =  0.3 and different combinations of 8 and � which 
respectively determine the roles of volume and distortion 
energies is graphed. Again o/ max indicates the angle at 
which � *  attains the maximum value. 
Note that when 8 = o . o and Y =  1.0 our yield condi­
· tion reduces to the Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity condition 
and the graph of the elastic-plastic boundary is identical 
to the __ graph shown in figure 1. 
In order to determine the angle � at which the radius 
�* is maximum, we differentiate the equation (3.36) with · 
respect to the independent variable � keeping the cofactors 
·8 and 'i constant. The result for � max becomes 
------ 3 
2 
CRAC K 
F IG.3  a EF FECT OF Y I  E L D  CONDI T ION ON THE SHAPE OF PL ASTIC 
ZONE AROUND THE PENNY SHA PED  CRACK . 
I .  ( 8 = 0 .  2 ; ¥ = 0 .073 ; <f max.= 0 ° ) 
2. ( 8 = 0 . 2 ; 'l( = 0 .600 ; lf max.= 8 0
° ) 
3. { 8 = 0 .  2 ; � = I . 000 ; f max� 8 3 ° ) 
Decreasing va lue of � co rresponds to d i m in ish ing the ro l e  of t h e  d is tort ion ene rgy . 
E lastic - pl a stic ·boundary as deri ved  from t h e  genera l i zed  pl ast i c ity con d i t i o n  ( 6' 1s a 
cofa ctor at the volume tric e ne rgy , '6 , s  a cofactor at the d istort iono l ene rg y ). 
4 8  
FIG. 3  b EFFECT OF YI E L D  CON D IT ION ON THE SHAPE OF PLASTIC  
ZONE AROUND THE PENNY SHAPED  CRACK . 
I. ( 8 = 0.6 ; 't = 0 . 2 2 0 ; 'f max.= 0° ) 
2. {.S  =0.6 ; � = 0 . 600 ; 'l'max:= 66° ) . 
3. ( �  =0.6 ; ¥ =. I . 000 ; 't'max .=75° ) 
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Decreasing value of "t corresponds to diminish ing the role of t he d i s t o r t i o n  e n e r g y . 
E lasti c - p l asti c  bou n da ry as  de r i ve d from t h e  g e n e ra l i z e d  pla st i c it i y  con d i t i o n  (8 i s a  
cofa cto r a t  the  vo l u metri c e n e rgy , y i s  a cofactor a t  t he d i stort io n a l  e n e r g y ) .  
5 0 
CRACK 
\,, V I V :V I V I '-'1 l l l v  v u , .., 1 1 1 ,;,, 1 1  tv .., , . .., ,  -:1 J J  l) - · · - · ';J ,I  
-- 3 
CRACK 
; 
FIG.3 c EFFECT OF Y I E LD COND IT ION ON THE SHAPE OF PLASTIC 
ZONE A ROUND THE PENNY SHAPED CRACK . 
I .  (� = 1 . 0 ;  Y = 0 . 366 ;Y max.:=  0 ° ) 
2 .  ( 4 = I .  0 ; 'I = 0 .600 ; Cf max.= 5 I
O ) 
3. ( B  = 1 . 0 ;  '{ = 1 . 000 ; <t' mox;=: 66 ° ) 
Decreasi ng va l ue of � corre s ponds to d im inis h ing the ro le of the  d isto rtion energy . 
E lastic - plastic boundary as  de rived from the gene ra l ized pla st i c ity con d i t i on  ( 4 i s a 
cofactor a t  th e vo l u m e tr ic  e n e rg y , Y i s  a cofa ctor a t  the  d i s tort i o no l e n e rg y ) .  
5 0 
CRACK 
FIG.3d EFFECT OF Y I E L D COND IT ION ON THE SHAPE OF P L ASTIC 
ZON E A ROUN D  THE PEN NY SHAP E D  CRACK . , .  ( Y = 0 . 6  ; 
2 . ( '/ = 0 . 6  ; 
3. ( Y = 0 .6 ; 
B = 0 . 2  j 
/.3 = 0 . 6 ; 
B = 1 . 0 ; 
'f max. = aoo ) 
� ma x. = 66
0 ) 
<f m ox .  = 5 1 o ) 
Decreas ing va l u e  of .B cor re s ponds to d i m in is h i ng  the ro l e  of the vo lu metr ic e n e rgy . 
E last ic- plastic bou ndary as der ive d  from the gene ra l ized  plast i c i ty co n d i t io n  (.8 is 0 
cofa ctor at the  vo lu m e tr ic ene rg y, '{ i s  a cofactor a t  t he d is to rt i o n a l e ne r g y ) .  
5J 
( 3 . 37 ) 
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f = arccos [ 2 8  ( 1-2 Y ) ( 1+ 1' )  + _!_ (1-2 ;/ ) j. max 3 '{ . J 
The angle o/ max has to satisfy the relationship O � 4' max.(TT 
or 
( 3:38) ( 1-2 V ) (1+ V ) + - C.1-·2 V )  ,1 • 
2 8  1 . ·2 1 / 
3 ){  3 
. For fixed Poisson 's  ratio, cofactors .B and 'I must satisfy 
the relationship (3 � 38). For example for V = O. J the equa­
tion ( J. JB ) reduces to 
Next we will graph the contours of equal reduced strain 
which are of interest in investigating the nature of fracture 
criterion. We define the reduced strain as the linear combi­
nation of strain intensity E. 1 (shear) and dilatational 
· 
strain E 
( 3 . 39) 
We require that Erea.. be equal to a certain constant which 
we ta�e as a multiple of strain at yield i . e. the ratio of 
the yield stress to the modulus of elastic1ty E. Next, the 
distortional strain (equal to strain intensity) and dilata-
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tional strain are evaluated within the plastic region, while 
m and n are positive constants. 
After all ·  the necessary substitutions are made, the 
equation E.. red . = k 
y ls solved with respect to � • • The E 
result 
( J ."40 ) �*  ( o< J\  )
2 
{[4n (1-2 JI ) (1+ J/.) cos !j = 
2TT2k2 
+ m [Js1n2 't' + 4 ( 1-2 1' ) 2 cos 2 +] J
2 
describes the contours of equal reduced strain, which is a 
three parameter family of curves. For each set of m, n, and 
k we have a different curve ( at a chosen Poisson ' s  ratio and 
a constant -load A ) • 
Figure 4 shows the contours of equal reduced strain when 
the Poisson ' s  ratio is equal to O.J • and the coefficient k is 
equal to one. Several values are assigned to the coefficients 
m, and n as shown in figure 4. Here also \f max indicates the 
angle at which radius �* is maximum. 
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FIG . 4 CONTOURS OF EQUAL REDUCED STRA I N . THE R EDUCED STRAI N 
CON S I STS OF D I L ATAT I O NAL  STRA I N  MULT I PL I E D  BY n ,  A N D  
DISTORT I O NAL STR A I N  MULT WL I ED BY m .  
I . { m = I ; n = 0 ; o/ max . =  87 ° ) 
2 .  { m  = 1/2 ; n = l/2 ; t.f' max . = 80
° ) 
3 . ( m  =· 0 ; n = I ;  't' max .=  0
° ) 
It is interesting to note that in a particular case, 
when k = - 1, m = O, and n = 1 we actually plot a contour of 
equal d 1latational strain (or constant med ium stress : de­
fined as one third of the sum of all the normal stresses ) .  
The resulting curve is shown in figure 5 curve 1, and it 
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may be considered as a contrast to the shape of the elastic­
plastic boundary obtained from the Huber-Mises-Hencky plas­
ticity condition.  Both curves are compared in figure 5 .  The 
differences in the shape are understood if it is recalled 
that the curve 2 is based entirely on the distortional strain, 
which is the largest along the planes inclined to the crack 
plane at the angle arccos [ j ( 1-2 1) ) � • Curve 1 indicates 
· the equal dilatational strain and, although the Huber-Mises­
Hencky criterion ignores this strain entirely (see footnote 
on page 33 ) ,  it may well be that at very h igh normal stresses 
the volumetric strain � affect the plastic yielding. This · 
is the case encountered in fracture mechanics where the nor­
mal stresses at the crack tip are unbounded (see figure 2). 
Upon substitution of k = 1, m �- O, and n = 1 in the 
equation ( J.4 0); the equation of curve 1 in figure 5 is  
obtained as 
( 3 . 41 )  
F I G .  5 C ON T O U R S  OF EQUAL D ILATAT I O N AL STR A I N  
A N D  E QU A L  D I STORT IONAL  STRA I N .  
1 . E q u a l d i l o t o t i o n o l  s tra i n  ( V  = 0 .  3 ; 't'max.= 0 ° ) 
2 .  E qu a l  d i st or t i o n o l  st ra i n  ( V = 0 . 3 1 Cf" mox .= 8 7
° ) 
5 6  
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To conclude this chapter , we shall briefly discuss the 
criterion for the plastic yielding based upon the . maximum 
principal stress. This criterion may be justified better 
than the Huber-Mises-Hencky criterion (which works well for 
metals) for the solids exhibiting a fiber-like structure as 
for instance in high linear polymers. 
The principal stress at any point is obtained by eval­
uating the roots of the cubic equation 
CJ- a'. r 0 
0 
0 
so they are equal to 
�z 
0 
if- Cfz 
1 
2 
= 0 
2 2] ½ 
O'z) + Yz-z • 
The largest of the three stresses is the maximum principal 
stress which will be denoted by 0-1 • It can be verified that 
To obtain the lines of equal maximum principal stress 
we equate the maximum principal stress (7"1 to a constant 
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taken as a multiple of the applied load p0 • Inserting _proper 
values of stresses in the elastic .region from the equations 
(J � 2 5) in the .equation (J. 4J ) and after some simplifications 
the expression for maximum principal stress in the elastic 
region becomes 
( J. 44) 
Equating the abo_ve expression to kp0 where k is a positive 
· ·· coefficient and solving for �* we obtain 
1 
2 
( k� )
2 [2cos ! + sin '\'] 2 • 
Figure 6 shows three graphs of lines of equal maximum 
principal stress in the elastic region by assigning values 
of 2 � 0, 1�0, and o.·9 to k while, r max indicates the angle 
-at which �* is maximum. 
Now inserting proper values of stresses in the plastic 
region from equations (J. 2 6 )  in the equation (3. 43 ) and 
simplifying the expression for maximum principal stress in 
the plastic region we get 
{ J .- 45 )  P U' = _:!:__ Po
o< (2 a )-� (l+ V )  cos _f_ + y 1 J IT 2 A ( � )  
t ;  (1"'.2 :V )  cos r + sin �+ o c a i  
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where A { o/ ) is given by equation { J. lJ). Similarly equating 
the above expression to kY where k 1s a positive coefficient 
and solving for d* gives 
= -
2 
( 
2 
J 
( 1 + 'J/ ]2 
[cos 
k
-}-
( 1-2 ')) )  -+ 2s1n ! >J2 • 
A(  l\' ) 
Figure 7 shows graphs of lines of equal maximum prin­
cipal stress evaluated within the plastic region when Poisson 
ratio is equal to 0. J and k is given values of 2. 0, 1. 0, and 
0. 9. The curves which are shown by dotted lines are drawn by 
assigning the values 0. 3, 0. 2, and 0. 1  to k. In this case 
the formulae for plas.tic stresses do not apply because the 
appropriate contours become so large that they extend beyond 
the plastic region and are partly located in the elastic 
region. Consequently, the complete curves are not drawn and 
only some sections are shown,but . it is interesting to note 
that the region· encompassed by the P if1= constant line be­
comes narrow and very long for low valµes of k. The maximum 
for curves with solid lines occurs at angles between 30° and 
* The solution presented here is only asymptotic i.e., it 
is valid in the region close to the crack tip where the 
stresses are large. For smaller values of k we depict the 
points of lower principal stress, so the line 0"1= constant escapes beyond the limits of applicability of the present 
theory. 
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40°, while the maximum of the dotted curves is at angles· 
very close to zero . This pattern s·e ems to approach the sh�pe 
of the plastic · zone assumed in the Barenblatt-Dugdale model 
o.f the crack [ 1 ]. 
F IG. 6 . L INES OF EQUA L M A X I M U M  P R I N C I PA L  STR E S S  E VA LUATE D 
W I T H J N T H E  E L A ST I C  REG I ON . 
't' m a x . = 6 0 ° ( A L L  CA S E S ) 
6 1  
(r, = 1 . o v  
' ------ . -,-' 
...... .....  _ ___, ------ -
CJ1 = 0. 2 Y  -----
. Q" j = O. I Y  --------
-- ------
F I G. 7  L I N ES OF EQUAL M A X I MUM PR INC IPAL STR ESS E VALUATED 
W ITH I N T H E  P L AST I C  R E G ION . 
� = 0 .  3 ( A L L  CA SE S ) 
Dotted l i n e s  i nd i c ate t hat . t h e  re g io n  of o p p l  i c o b i l i ty of t h e pre s e n t  
so lut ion  i s  s u r p a s s e d . 
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CHA.P!'EH -IV 
EVALUATION OF ENERGY, APPLICATION OF THE MINIMUM 
POTENTIAL ENERGY PRINCIPLE, AND RELATION BETWEEN 
THE APPLIED LOAD AND THE DISPLACEMENT AT THE 
CENTER OF THE CRACK 
A o EVALUAT ION OF ENERGY 
The strain energy of - an ideally homogeneous, isotropic,. 
and elastic-plastic material consists of two parts. A part 
which is dissipated in the plastic region and a part stored 
in the elastic region. Figure 4.1 1� a schematic drawing of 
a penny-shaped crack with its plastic and elastic surround­
ings. 
CRACK 
Figure 4. 1 
.o.e 
..n. .  p 
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The total strain energy in terms of energy densities in 
the elastic and plastic regions is given by the following 
integrals 
u = W + W -j Pu dv + j eu dv e p -
:A.p :.n.e . 
where Pu and eu are densities of energy in the plastic and 
elastic regions respectively . Furthermore, the strain energy 
1n each region has two components namely . distortion energy 
and volume energy �' The distortional strain energy is propor­
tional to the area under the curve of the stress-strain 
relation (see figure 4.2) while, the volume strain energy 
-- -- is given in both regions by the relationship kno�m from the 
theory of elasticity u = J { l-Z J)  ) cr 2 where r-r/ denotes the v 2E m '  v m  
medium stress�· 
a' 1 
y 
Y/E 
Figure 4.'2 
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Thus, the elastic strain energy density in terms of the 
distortion and volume energies is written 
(4. 2 )  
8rt" 2i e
u = 2- c i+ l' ) u + J (1- 2J) ) rT" 2 .3 2E 2 E  vm • 
· Here 8(7i denotes
· the stress intensity within the elastic 
e region and it was defined in the previous chapter while, (f m 
is the medium stress defined as follows 
(4.- J ) ecr = 
ea'r + e cra + ed z 
m 3 
The strain energy density for the plastic region can 
also be written in terms of the distortion and volume en­
ergies namely, 
(4. 4) + 3 C 1
- 2 v )  P
er 
2 
2E m • 
The first term in equation { 4.4 )  represents the amount of 
the distortional strain energy dissipated during the yielding 
process while, the second term accounts for the volume energy 
which remains elastic (i.e. it can be recovered through un­
loading) and ·which is present within the plastic region. 
The total strain energy in the elastic region is ob­
tained by integrating the strain energy density over the 
volume of the elastic region. The volume of the elastic re­
g-ion is the differ ence betw e en the total volume of material 
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and the volume of the plastic region. Hence we can writ� 
(4. 5 )  
Integration of the purely elastic strain energy density 
over the entire volume was done by Sneddon [1� and we will 
use it with our modification namely, multiplying the 
Sneddon ' s result by o< 2 • We have 
( 4. 6 )  = 
8 o< 2 (1- J)2 ) PJ 1 J 
JE • 
Inserting expression (4.6) in equation (4.5) gives 
( 4. 7) 
where 
( 4. ?a) 
we = w 0 
I 
II 
dv 
2 eui2 I = - { l+ J/ ) 2E 
3 
3 ( 1-2 ]) )  ecr_ 2 = m • 2E 
This is the strain en ergy contained within the elastic 
region. 
Expressing the plastic strain energy in terms of its 
components we get 
(4.8) 
where 
2 [ yPC 1 -
y2 ] III = - ( 1+ )/ ) 3 2E 
(4 �8a )  
II = 
J c·1-2 'J/ > Prr_ 2 
2E m • 
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Now the total strain energy of the material is the sum of We 
as given by the equation (4.7) B?d WP given by the equation 
(4 .8) .  Adding equations (4.7) and (4.8) yields 
or shortly 
( 4.9b) dv . 
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The integrand I is given by the expression {4.?a) and 
upon inserting the proper function for the stress intensity 
ecri we get 
( 4.-10) 
The. integrand III  is given by the expression (4.8a) where 
P g i denotes the plastic strain intensity which is defined as 
{4.1 1) = 1 [c P. E r -P E e ) 2 + ( P E. e -P e z ) 2 {2C 1+ y ) 
+ (p g z_
P E: r)
2+ � (
P
y !a +P y !z +P y !z ) ] ½ • 
Inserting proper values of plastic strains ln equation (4. 11) 
and simplifying we get 
(4.12) 
Now with the aid of the equation (4.12) we obtain integrand 
II I in terms of the angle l\' and the radius � • 
(4 ·13) III = <1+;) Y
2 
tV2� ( � r:-½ [Js1n2 '\' + 4 (1-2 )) ) 2 
cos2 +] - 1} . 
The boundaries of integration over the plastic region 
are 
( 4. 14) 
and the integral 
/J/r (r , z )  dv =j/f (r , z )  2TTr drdz 
reduces to 
This is done by substituting 1 + � cos 'f for r ( see figure 
( 4. J ) and 2 ]T ( l  + � cos � ) � d � d f for dv. 
e = constant plane 
..n_p is bounded by 
0 <� <2 TT 
0 <� ,�* ( lf )  
z 
Figure 4 . :, 
· Let us de:f ine 
1 - 2 7/  = k 
I If 12rr (a* c  '1' '  
/,// 
I dv = A = 2rr d 'Y )/ ( � , If ) [ l + � cos 4' ]  � d � 
:o.:p _ 0 0 
There:fore 
( 1  + � cos lf ) � d � d ';' 
(4. 16 ) A = ( l+ ��! o<A >
2 
{1�13s1n
2 't' + 4k2 cos2 -}-] 
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2rr 0 
�* d 'f + i co; 4' [ 3sin2 � + 4k2 cos2 : ] 8; d '-\'} • 
7 1  
Recalling th e expression for �*  from equation ( 3.26 ) 
We substitute the equation ( 3 . 26 )  for � * in the equation 
(4. 16 ) and con.tinue the integration. Neglecting the terms 
which contain the parameter A in . powers of six or greater . 
the final result for A becomes 
(4. 17 )  
where 
(4. 18 ) K (k } = 1 + 
Similarly 
4k2 cos 2 ! ] ½ - 1} ( 1  + � cos � ) � d � d � . 
; 
f 
(4._ 19) 
2TT 
4k2 cos2 r / - ; �/] d � + 1 [2 v:;;>-
0 
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2 2 - 2 Ip ½ 5/2 \i � , 1 (3s1n 't' + 4k cos  l cos lt' l* - -y-cos lt'J d 't'J 
Substituting for �* from equation (J .26) in equation (4. 19) 
and neglecting the terms which contain the parameter A in 
the power of six or greater and upon integration the final 
result for B will be 
(4. '2 0)  
2 3 4 B = 15 ( 1+ l) )Y 1 ( o< t d K ( k) + 0 (  A6 ) 16 rr2 E 
where K (k) is given by the relation (4. 18 ) .  
Now the total strain energy of the e1astic-plastic 
solid surrounding a penny-shaped crack of radius 1 is ob­
tained by inserting the equations (4 . 17) and ( 4. 2 0 ) in the 
equation ( 4� 9b). We have 
u = 
( 4. 21 ) u = 
where 
2 3 
w -
9 ( 1+ J) )Y l { o<. X ) 4 K (k ) + 0 8 rr2 . E 
( o<A ) 4 K ( k ) 
W ( 1 _ 9 A
2K ( k )  
o .  128 7T 2 ( 1- JI )  
o( 2] 
1 5 ( 1+ V )Y213 
16TT2 E 
4 The terms of orders higher than A have been neglected. 
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It is · interesting to compare the amount of energy pres­
ent in the elastic and plastic regions ,  1.e. We and WP 
respectively. Recalling equations (� . 7 ) and ( 4 . 8 ) we have 
(4.22) 
or, upon substitution for A, B ,  and C 
(4.23 ) 
W = W [. l _ ( 2 7K ( k )  + 48 ( 1+ ')) )k ( 1+2k
2
) ( o< ,\ ) 2] e O 64 rr2 ( 1- ]) ) 
W = W [ J ( o<: A ) 
2 
] [ 15K ( k ) . + 2 ( 1 + i' ) k ( 1 +2k2 >] P O an2< 1- Y ) 16 • 
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The ratio of energy contained in the plastic region to 
that present in the elastic region is 
( 4. 24 )  
Wp � J ( o< A ) 2 [15K { k ) + 3 2 ( 1+ V  ) k { 1 +2k2 )] 
We 128 TT 
2 { 1- 'J) ) 
or 
( 4 .· 2 5 ) 
Wp '-""" J ( o< � ) 2 [t_5K { k ) + 3 2 ( 1+ "1 ) k { 1+2){2 )] 
1 28 rr2 c 1- v > WT 
Hence . it is seen that the energy �ontained within the plas­
tic region is only a small part of the total strain energy 
(at least as long as the dimensionless load A remains small). 
It 1s noteworthy that the amount of energy dissipated 
during the yielding process prior to fracture is actually a 
little less than WP (since only distortional energy can be 
dissipated). Therefore � we assumed that to find the dissi­
·pation D we have to subtract the volume energy contained in 
thi� region and the part of the distortional ene·rgy which is 
elastic from the energy in the plastic region Wp • Thus 
( 4 .2 6 )  
which upon carrying out the integration gives 
y2 
2E 
dv . 
. ?5 
(4.-2? )  
By the same token the total amount of elastic strain 
( 
energy in the solid surrounding a penny-shaped crack will be 
· a little · more than We, the excess being 
(4;·28 ) 
Thus we have the total elastic strain energy 
It can be easily checked that the sum of energy dissipation 
D and the elastic energy we
T equals the total strain energy, 
as evaluated before. In fact we have 
(4.J0) 
T [ 9 A 2K ( k ) o< 2 ] 
D + W - w  1 e - 0 - 12s rr2 c 1- v >  
which is identical to the equation (4.21) as · expected. 
Let us also notice that the ratios of the energy dissi­
pation to the elastic energy 
(.4 ."J0a ) D 
W T e 
and that of energy dissipation to the total strain energy 
D = 2 4> ).. 2 = 2 4> ( o( ).. )2 [1 + 4>  ( o< A ) 2 ] WT 1- 4l A 2 . . 
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have approximately ·the same numerical values as long as the 
dimensionless load A remains small • . In the above equations 
we have used a symbol q> to denote 
9 [1 + {- c 1-2 J1 > 2 + .1}c 1-2 1' > 4J .  
12a n 2 ( 1- 'J/ )  
• 
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B. APPLICATION OF THE M INIMUM POTENT IAL ENERGY PR INC IPLE 
The well-known principle of minimum potential energy 
may be stated as follows "the stable equilibrium state of a 
system is that for which the potential energy of the system · 
attains the minimum".  The potential energy of the system 1s  
equal to the strain energy of the system minus the change of 
potential due to the work done by external forces. If a new 
surface is created,a term allowing for the surface potential 
energy has to be added to the total potential energy. We 
shall discuss this  case separately when we formulate the 
energy criterion for fracture. The strain energy of the sys­
tem was derived in the last section and is given by equation 
(4.21) or ( 4.JO) .  · 
The change of the potential energy due to the work of 
external forces on the system is  given as 
(4.Jl) 
where Ti is the force applied and ui is the kinematically 
admissible displacement field, and S denotes the part of the 
body surface on which the forces Ti are applied. · 
The equation (4.Jl) can be written in the extended form 
as follows 
· W = ((Tr · 
eu + T eu + T eu ) ds ) 1 r e ·  e z z 
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where S denotes the surface of the crack (z=O) . Along this 
surface all the components of applied force are zero except 
the component in z direction which is equal to the applied 
p�essure p0 • The displacement uz at z=O can be found easily 
by multiplying Sneddon 's  result �� by our unknown parameter 
o< in agreement with our basic assumption . Since the Cauchy 
strain-displacement relations are linear . we can extend the 
assumption about the multiplication of the elastic strain by 
o< into displacement field as well. Therefore 
·and 
(4.JJ ) 
Rewriting the equation (4.32) and inserting equation 
(4.�33) for u2 we get 
W =/Tz 
· l 
u ds = 21 Po uz (r) 271" rdr 
0 
(4� 34) 
. 1 . ' 
16 (-1- 7/ 2) o<. P0
21
J. u
2 
W = · . 
E · 
1 - 7 rdr 
. 
0 . 
• 
Using equations ( 4 . 21) and ( 4. J4) ,  th e pot ential en ergy of 
th e syst em (I*) b ecom es 
( 4� 3.5) r*= U - W = W [1 ..- 9 A
2 K (k) o( 2] o · 128 { 1- JI ) TT2 
16 ( 1- JI 2) ex Po 213 
JE 
• 
R ecalling that 
B o< 2 (1- Y 2 ) Po
213 
JE • 
w e  can expr ess th e pot ential en ergy of th e syst em in t erms 
( 4. 36) r* = W0 [ 1 - -- - 9 �
2 K ( k) o< 2 ] 
12a rr2 < 1 - JI )  
• 
?9 
In ord er to minimiz e th e pot ential en ergy of th e syst em 
r* w e  diff er entiat e r* with r esp ect to th e unknown param et er 
o< and equat e th e r esult to z ero. In ord er to  diff er entiat e, 
we separate the unknown parameter o<. in the equation ( 4. 36 )  
which gives 
( 4. 37 ) 
or 
( 4. 38)  
= 8 ( 1 - ')/ ) Po 1 2o( _ 2 _ 9 ,, K ( k ) o( = O 2 
2 J 
[ 
l 2 
3] 3E 32 TT2(1- 1/ ) 
9 )/ K (k) -/3 = ( o< - . l ) - 64TT2 ( 1
-
J1 ) � 
0 • 
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We will solve the cubic equation ( 4.J8) for o<. by an 
approximation method. We expect o( to be slightly greater than 
unity ; then let us assume that it can be expressed in the 
form 
(4:.39 } 
where the coefficients o( 1 , and o< 2 are to be sub jected from 
the equation ( 4.38) .  Now, if we substitute this expression 
for o< in the equation ( 4.J8) and require that the coefficients 
of A 2 and I\ 4 be zero , we can solve for o( 1 and 0( 2 • First 
we acquire expressions for o< 2 and o< 3 and neglect the terms 
which include A in the power higher than four 
8 1  
o<. 2 = 1 + 2 o<1 /\ 
2 + { o( 1
2 + 2 o( 2 } /\ 
4 + • • •  
( 4. 40 ) 
Upon substitut-ion of equations (4.-39) and {4.40) in equation 
( 4.38 ) and neglecting terms including )\ to the power higher 
than four, we get 
- - or 
(4. 41 ) 
Hence 
( 4. 43 )  
o( . 9 K (k }  1 = � c1- y > rr2 
o(
2 = 3 0( 2 = 3 [ - 9 K (k) ] 
2 
o 
1 64 (1- J/) TT� 
Finally, combining the last two equations with the equation 
( 4. 39) the expression :for the parameter o<: reads as 
(4.44) o< = l + 
9 K (k )  }\ 2+ J [ 9 K (k )  t ,r.4 + • • •  
64 (1- JI ) TT2 64 (1- J) )  rr 
C. RELATION BETWEEN THE APPLIED 12@ AND THE DISPLACEMENT 
� THE CENTER .Q.E m CRACK 
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Equation { 4. 33 ) of the last section describes the dis­
placement at the surface of the crack (z = O ) .  In this 
section we will illustrate the relationship between the 
applied load p0 and the displacement at the center of the 
crack where r = 0 {see figure 4.4 ) . 
r 
CRACK 
z 
Figure 4.4 
Displacement at the center of the crack for a purely 
elastic solid is given by Sneddon [16] as 
(4. 45 )  = 4 ( 1- JI 
2 ) lPo 
Tr E 
r = O 
and for an elastic-plastic solid is 
( 4.'46 ) u z 
4 { 1- 1' 2 ) lo< = ------ Po • Tr E  
r = O 
· From equa.tion { 4. 45) it is seen that the displacement 
at the center of the crack for a purely elastic solid is 
linearly related to the applied load p0 • Now in order to 
graph this relation , we actually plot a dimensionless dis­
placement versus a dimensionless load A = p0 / Y. Hence 
equation ( 4. 45 ) becomes 
(4.47 ) 
0uz (r = 0) o ?J  = ----- = 
4 (1- )12 ) lY 
TT E  
Po 
y 
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The elastic-plastic displacement at the center of the 
crack depends on the parameter o< and the parameter ex in turn 
depends on the applied load p0 ; so the relation between the 
displacement and the applied load is not .linear as it w�s for 
the purely elastic case. The · expression for parameter o< was 
also derived in the last section and is given as 
( 4_; 48 ) + • • •  
Since p0 / Y is small compared to unity, we will neglect the 
term (p0 / Y)
4 and substitute equation ( 4. 48 ) in equation 
(4.:·46). After some mathematical manipulation the relation 
between the dimensionless load and· the dimensionless dis­
placement becomes 
e 'ZA)- ·= p7if = 
uz (r = O) 
- 4 �1- J) 2)1Y 
ITE 
Recalling the expression for 
we calculate ct> for 1) = o .  The result of this calculation 
gives cp = 0. 032. Now equation {4.49) can be written as 
(4�50) e w  = P u = ( ;0 ) + 0. 064 ( ;0 ) 3 • 
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For plotting, we have chosen values of p0 / Y between 0. 5 
and 1.:0; figure 8 illustrates the relation between the 
applied load and the displacement at the center of the crack 
for purely elastic and elastic-plastic solids. Although the 
differences are minor, this plot indicates one of the gen­
eral features of an elastic-plastic solution. 
u:r = T.J' 
,. 0 � 
0.9 
0. 8 
0. 7 
0. 6  
0. 5 
o .5 o.e 0.1 o_. s  o.9 1 .0  Po / Y 
F I G .  8 E L A ST I C A ND E L A ST I C - PLA STI C D I S P LAC E M E NT AT 
T H E  C E N T E R  OF  T H E  CRAC K AS A F U NC T I O N  O F  T H E  
A PPL I E D L O A D . 
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CHAPI'ER V 
THE CRITICAL STRESS 
The critical stress is defined as a stress at which 
the crack will start to propagate. In order to ·evaluate the 
critical stress. we will make use of the minimum energy theo­
rem. We will differentiate the total potential energy of the 
system {which includes both strain and surface energies) 
with respect to the crack length 1 and solve the resulting 
. .  equation for the critical stress p crit. • This procedure is 
- - equivalent to the energy balance equation at the fracture. 
1. e. when the crack lncreases its- length by an amount � 1. 
We have 
(5. 1) � [  ] =  [ J �  1 
where � WExt. is the work of ·the external fore es on the 
system done during the virtual crack growth by � 1, �WT 
1s the total strain energy of the system. and � SE is the 
sur.face energy _ both associated with the virtual crack 
growth. 
The first term on the right hand side of the equation 
{ 5 .1) • 1. e. the increment of th_e total strain energy of the 
system can be obtained from the equation (4.21) derived in 
the last chapter. Let us recall 
WT = U = Wo [1 -
9 ).. 2 K (k ) 0( 2 ] 
128 n2· ( 1- 21 )  
• 
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: The work of the external forces done during the virtual 
crack growth is evaluated as the work of the applied pressure 
on the displacement difference ( see figure 5. 1 ) 
8u { r, l + & 1 ) - euz· ( r . 1 ) • . Z 
1 l + i l  
Figure 5. 1  
r 
Thus multiplied by p0 and integrated over the crack surface 
yields 
� W Ext. =1 P0 [
euz (r,l + � 1) - ¾z (r,1)] 2 TT rdr 
s 
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or . upon observing that 
( 5 �5 )  
we have 
Recalling that 
and with 
we obtain 
(5 . 8 )  �w  = 16 ( 1- y
2
) p� o( Sl f
l
[ 
I 1- (  r
l )
2+ V 
( r/1 )
2
z] rdr Ext. E )0 V 1- (r/1 ) 
which reduces to 
The surface energy of the system due to the existence of 
crack may be expre ssed as a product of the specific energy of 
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the solid and the area of the crack. The su.rface area of the 
crack consists of two circles each with a radius equal to 1. 
�ence the surface energy is 
where Y denotes the specific surface energy. 
Substituting equations (5 � 10), (5. 9 )  and ( 5 �2) in the 
relation ( 5 . 1) and writing the new relationship in terms of 
W0 which is given by the equation ( 4. 6 )  we get 
16 ( 1- ]l :) Pb
2o< = }i {wo [i _ ��;���; )]} 
+ }1 c 2 rr12 y ) • . 
• Substituting for W0 from the equation ( 4.6 ) , differentiating 
·with respect to the crack length 1 ,  and solving for p0 gives 
( .5 .--12) Pcri· t . =  
EY� [2 o< - o< 2+ 9K ( k ) A 
2 0<4] -½ 
2 < 1- y > 1 128-C 1- p ) rr2 _ • 
This is an expression for the critical str.ess of' a penny­
shaped crack 1.h an elastic-plastic solid. 'The expression is 
implicit since pressure p0 is also includ d in o< • 
Le� us denote the quantity ✓ 7T E y by PG and call . 2 ( 1- 11 2 l 
it " Griffith critical stress " • In fact :lt �1as derived by 
Sack 'f?.s] and Sneddon [16] for a purely eb:lstic solid. With 
this notation equation (5.12) becomes 
( 5 . 13 ) p 
crit. .. [ 
9 K { k )  A 2 4] -½ 
= PG 2o<. - o<
2 + .  2 0( • 128 (1- ')) } TT  
where o<. is a function of the applied load )\ { )\ = p0 / Y ) .  
According to equation (4. 44 )  we have 
(5.14 ) 
where for simplicity we hav� named 
. .  ( 5 . 15) 
where 
f 9 K { k) = 
12a c 1- v  ) rr2 
K (k) 
16 2 16 4 = 1 + 9 < 1-2 )' ) . + 9 < 1- 2 11 )  • 
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To evaluate the expression in the bracket of equation ( 5 . 13) 
we substitute respectively 
( 5.16) 
2 ex = 2 + 4 4> A 2 + 24 � 2 A 4 + • • •  
- o< 2 = - 1 4 � A 2 - 2s � 2 -A 4 + • • • 
0(
4 = 1 + a t  A 2 + 72 � 2 � 4 + • • •  
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Finally, neglecting terms which include A to the powers 
higher than four, the expression in the bracket of equation 
( 5 . 13) is written as 
If we divide both 
stress Y and call 
( 5 . i? ) A 
AG -
• 
sides of the equation (5 . 13) by 
PG I y = A G  and p0 / Y = )\ , we 
[ 1 +<\> A ? + 4 � 2 A 4 + • • • ] -½ 
the yield 
obtain 
• 
Expanding the right side of equation ( 5.17) into Maclaurin 
series and designating A / )\ G ·by X, equation ( 5 .17) becomes 
X = 1 -
where the ratio of the Griffith stress to the yield point 
stress is considered to be small ( A G = PG / Y .<< 1). 
We expect X to be equal to 1 + E. , where E. is a small 
correction quantity. Inserting 1 + E. for X and 1 + 2 E.  + • • • 
for x2 in equation ( 5. 18) and solving for E we have 
(5.19) 
. 2 
E = _
-_cp_A_G __ - -
2 (1+ 4> A G2) 
.ct> A G2 
2 • 
Substituting for E. from equation ( 5. 19), the final result 
for Pcrit. is obtained as 
' 
(5. 2 0) 
{ 5. 20a) 
P - P X = PG (1 + E )  crit. G 
2 
[ ct> � G
J 
P cri t. = PG 1 - 2 • · 
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Equation { _5.20a ) is the final expression derived here for 
the critical stress in an elastic-plastic solid containing 
a penny-shaped crack. It is seen that our Pcrit. differs 
from that obtained by Sack and Sneddon by a certain correc­
tion factor 
(_5. 20b) 9+16 ( 1-2 V )
2+16 ( 1-2 z,, ) 4 E. = 
12s c1- p > rr2 
TT E ¥ 
In figure 9 we graph the critical stress versus the 
crack length to illustrate the effect of the crack length 
upon the critical stress required to start the propagation 
of crack. However, before proceeding, let us perform some 
transformations on the equation (5. 20b) in order to be able 
to graph the dimensionless critical load Pcrit. / Y versus 
dimensionless crack length 1 / l*. First, let us write 
equation (5. 20a) in the form 
( 5 o 2 1 -) 
p PG crit. = 
y y 
and observe that 
ct> 
2 
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where Kc denotes the Irwin �� stress · concentrat1on factor. 
For our geometry 
It can be easily seen that a -quantity Kc 
2 / 2Tr Y2 has a dimen­
sion of length.� Let us choose 
as a normality entity for the crack length. With this, the 
equation (5. 22) simplifies. to 
(5. 2 3) 
1. - ·· 
Similarly we can write PG / Y as 
P G  = 
y 
ff Kc 
V 2 TilY 
which is simplified to 
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Let us now introduce a symbol J for the dimensionless crack 
length 1 / l*. · With the aid of equations ( ,5.24) and { .5. 2.3), 
equation (.5 �21) becomes 
Peri t ;.: 
y 
This equation also differs from the result derived from the 
Griffith-Irwin theqry of fracture for the case of a penny­
shaped crack { as given by ( 5.24)) only by a correction factor 
t/3 which has a substantial contribution for � �  1 only 
1;e �-, for the crack length approaching the " characteristic " 
value l* = Kc
2 / 2 TT Y2, which is in agreement with the result 
of Wnuk [1� derived from the Barenblatt-Dugdale model of the · 
crack. 
Figure 9 shows the graphs of PG / Y ·and Pcrit. / Y ver­
sus the dimensionless crack length j' .  The quantity � which 
depends only on the Poisson's ratio of the material is eval­
uated for � =  0.3 � 
It should be noted that for extremely small crack length 
(S ..., O), our correction factor which is proportional to S -1 
becomes 1nf1n1 te • ' This range of S however, 1s not included in 
the present approach ;  as for very small crack length, the 
critical stress tends to yield point and thus the requirement 
.( Pcrit. l Y ) <<f is not satisfied. From figure 9, it is seen 
that for .S below 0. 039 equation ( 5 . 25) may not be used. 
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CHAPrER VI 
LOAD APPLIED REMOTELY FROM THE CRACK 
When the _load is applied
. remotely from the crack (see 
· figure 6 . -1 ) , the boundary conditions are expressed by con­
stant stresses given below 
• cf = P1 r_ 
1 21 1  
z 
• 
Figure 6 . 1  
Using Hooke's law in cylindrical coordinate system, we 
obtain the strains for the figure 6.1. The strains become 
£ z  = ! [ Po 2 Jl p1] 
E r = ! [ P1 - J) (Po + P1 >] 
(6. 2) 
Ee 
= 1 [ E P1 - 'J) (Po + P1 >] 
Yre = Yrz = - ){ ez = 0 • 
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strain-displacement relations in the cylindrical coordi­
nate system are 
E r = 
� Ur 
d r 
(6 . J) Ee = �  + ...L 
c) ue 
r 0 8 
E = a uz z 
From equation ( 6.J) and boundary conditions, we conclude 
that all the displacements are zero at the center of the 
crack. We evaluate the displacements when the load is applied 
remotely from the crack. Displacements become 
Ur = 
( 6. 4 ) uz = 
Ue = 
i [ P1 
2- [ p -E o 
0 • 
I 98 
-}l ( po + pl ) ]  r 
2 ')/ P1 ] z 
Superposing the above distributions with the stresses , 
strains , and displacements correspondingly induced by the 
pressurized crack . would lead us to a solution of the crack 
problem in which the stresses are applied at infinity while  
the surface of the crack is traction free ( note that along 
the crack surface 0- = -P for pressurized crack cancels Z 0 
out with �z = p0 prescribed by ( 6. 1)). This can be done in 
the elastic . range without much difficulty since, the super­
position principle is valid here and the solution to the 
pressurized crack is given . by Sneddon. In the elasti'c�plastic 
range·, however, even the simplest procedure based upon the 
variational principle leads to considerable mathematical 
difficulties. 
In order to give a certain estimate of the size of the 
plastic zone, we shall assume a pseudo-elastic approach 
based on the following hypotheses : 
1) Within the elastic region the principle of super­
position remains valid. 
2) Strains and displacements for an elastic-plastic 
• 
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problem .differ from those resulting in the theory 
of elasticity only by a certain factor CX: • Our 
previous analysis shows this factor is only slightly 
larger than one for small ratios of load to yield 
stress. and therefore here we shall assume o( = 1.· 
J )  The stresses in the elastic · region obey the Hooke ' s  
law while in the plastic region a different physical 
relations have to be used. e. g. Hencky-Ilyushin 
theory of small plastic deformations. 
Even under these restrictions the mathematical complexi­
ty of the problem faced here does not allow us to follow the 
lines of the first five chapters because. Sneddon • s  asymptotic 
formulae contain only one leading term of order � -2 and this 
appears to be an unsatisfactory approximation for the super­
posed problem. 
Therefore we shall confine our interest only to the 
crack plane ( z = 0 )  and with the assumptions 1 ,  2. and J we 
shall proceed to determine the length of the plastic zone 
along the crack plane for two cases namely, that of pressur­
ized crack and that of loadings applied remotely from the 
crack . We shall use here complete Sneddon • s  equations for 
stresses in front of the crack ra-ther than applying the 
asymptotic expansions (as we did in the previous chapters ) .  
For z = 0 and �> 1 according to Sneddon [16] the stresses 
are 
( 6 .·.5 ) 
ea-_ = 2P0 [ 1 _ { ')) + _
2
1 ) sin-1 ;, ] r TT V/'2- l r 
eif. = 2P0 [ 2 _ ( :}I + _
2
1 ) sin-1 ;, ] e Tr {/'2_ 1 r 
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where r' is the ratio of coordinate r and the crack radius 1.: 
To determine the scope of plastic region for the pressur­
ized crack we will use the Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity con­
dition. First we evaluate the stress intensity 
C 6 .- 6 ) 
Substituting proper values of stresses from equation ( 6 .- .5 ) 
in equation (o . 6) and equating the stress intensity to yield 
stress Y of the solid we have 
( 6 .  7 )  
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Denoting p0 by YA O where A O is the dimensionless load and 
solving equation ( 6 .7) for A
O 
in terms of /'* we get 
(6.8) A = TT [ 1 + _L (sin-1 _L ) 2 
o 2 ( 1-2 )) ) r';- 1 4 ,P. 
sin- 1 )* ] -½  
2J/*- 1 
= F (  r'*). 
In equation (6.8) t°* denotes the scope of plastic 
region for the angle 't' being zero. Figure 10 illustrates 
the scope of plastic zone under various values of A 0 for 
values of Poisson ' s  ratio equal to 0, 0.J, and 0.5 respec­
tively.·· Note that since we are using the complete expressions 
for stresses, we are not restricted to small values of A 0 
like we were in the earlier chapter. For comparison the 
dotted lines show the corresponding results which follow 
from our small-scale-yielding equat1on (see chapters 3 and 4) .-
Following a similar line of argument, the stresses for 
the superposed problem are 
(6 .,9) 
er; = 
o-;_. = 
ife = 
+ea-' Po z 
·p +eif. 1 r 
e 
P1 + O"'°e 
Tre = Tez = 
= 
= 
= 
p + 2Po [ 1 0 TT V/J2- 1  
p + 2Po [ 1 _ 1 7T � 
p + 2P0 [ 2 
i rr y,,2_1 
Trz = 0 .. 
sin-1 ) ] 
(J,' + ....L) sin-1--L] 2 ;:, 
C P + +>s1n-17"] 
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Applying the Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity condition we get 
( 6 .10 )  
where 
sin-1 1 
G (� )  1 + ....L (sin-1 ....L)
2 I°* 
= 
,.P�-1 2 {1';-1 4 � 
H (� )  = sin-1 1 - -I'* 2 J,,-o;,- 1  
It is interesting to note that when Pi = p0 equation 
( 6 0 10) reduces to equation ( 6.7) . Which shows that when the 
solid is under the influence of hydrostatic stresses the 
scope of plastic region is not different from that obtained 
for the case where the load is applied at the crack surface. 
At least it follows from the Huber-Mises-Hencky plasticity 
condition which ignores the influence of the hydrostatic 
stresses. 
Denoting Pi- by Y A 1 where�1 is also a dimensionless load , 
we shall determine the scope of the plastic region under 
various conditions of load ing. When A0= 1/2 equation ( 6. 10) 
can be solved for I\_ in terms of ,.P* : the resu1t becomes 
( 6. 1 1) 1 
2 
( 1-2 J/ )  H ( � ) + 
4 Tr 
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Figure 1 1-a illustrates the scope of the plastic region for 
various values of Possion's ratio. 
When A 1=o equation ( 6. 10 )  can be solved for )\ 0 in terms 
of!°*; the result is 
Figure 1 1-b illustrates the scope of the plastic region for 
various values of Possion ' s  ratio. 
It is interesting to · note the affect of the compressive 
stresses on the size of plastic zone : it is seen from figure 
1 1-a that . the compressive loads (0"'0=-p 1 and e7r=-p 1) applied 
remotely · from the crack do indeed influence the yielding at 
the crack tip . Comparison of magnitudes reveal that it takes 
only about 1/3 of the load required to produce large plastic 
zones in tension to achieve the same result in compression. 
Figure 12 illustrates the comparison between our solu­
tion and the solution of Olesiak and Wnuk �2] resulting from 
analysis based on the Dugdale model. 
Figure 13 shows the growth of plastic zone with the in­
creasing load for two cases of loading considered here namely, 
pressure appl ied at the· crack surfa�e and tens ion applied 
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remotely �rom the crack.· Of course , here we assume that the 
scope of the plastic region along the crack surface 1s a 
representative measure of the size of the yielded zone . · 
* 
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